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HDR-enabled displays will expand 
the contrast ratio and color space 
to offer a more realistic and natural 
image closer to the way your eyes 
actually see the real world. Deep 
blacks are combined with very bright 
highlights to produce a level of reality 
not previously possible.

Dolby audio delivers louder
and richer volume on small
speakers that makes the audio
mix more intelligible. Works
intelligently to optimize
audio for your content and
equipment.

Built-in Chromecast lets you 
cast your phone, tablet or 
laptop right to your TV display.

With the web browser func-
tionality available from Go-
ogle Playstore, web content
can be accessed over the
internet which doubles the
display’s utilization as a PC
as well.

Android SOC

BROWSER
WEB

*Optional Software

Quad-Core CPU

Triple Core GPU

2 GB RAM

16 GB Memory

2.4 GHz Wi-Fi

Bluetooth

Signage Software*

The built-in SOC is powered by Google's Android Platform,
the series brings together the exceptional smart features and
Google-certified built-in assistance tools to offer a superior
viewing experience.



HDR-enabled displays offer
a more realistic and natural
image closer to how you see
the real world. 

HDMI-CEC compatible devices can be connected to a display
via HDMI cable, enabling the basic operation of compatible devices
to be controlled by the remote control.

HDMI-CEC device linking supported

Simple plug
and play
solutions

Displays can be installed
anywhere by plugging in the
power cord and inserting a USB
memory device for playing
your media.



Customize your
layout format based
on user’s needs

Content
streams 

Manage everything directly
from the dashboard and get
all the reports

Player
management

Easy integration with software and
mobile application.

Integration capabilities
Choose your preferred time and
date to display content.

Schedule
Approve your content before
projecting it on the screen.

Creator and approver

Get the organized reports about all your display status & CMS software.

Display media player on/off | Assigned content report | User activity

REPORTS

Variety of fonts, colours
and photo options

Custom
announcement

Import
files

Project the content on any
number of displays
irrespective of the location

Share
multiple displays

Manage where and when
to display and for how long

Content
management

*Optional Software

Play live TV videos 
Live TV

Pan India support and assistance

Customer service

Push Upgrades over the network

Upgrades

RSS and HTML feeds display Real
time data

Feed capabilities

Authorised access to chosen admins

Use admins

Live information of news,
weather, etc.

Real-time widgets

Display any alerts in real-time without
any delay

Alerts

Link Facebook, Twitter and other
social media feeds

Social media

Stream HD videos 

Videos

FEATURES

OF

PANASONIC

SOLUTION

*

SIGNEDGE* – ONE STOP DIGITAL SIGNAGE PLATFORM

Operate PowerPoint,
Word, PDF, Excel and
other formats
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DISPLAY PANEL

SPECIFICATIONS
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CONNECTION TERMINAL

AUDIO

SOC SPECIFICATIONS

MECHANICAL

ELECTRICAL

ACCESSORIES

MAIN FEATURES
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3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY3 YEARS ON-SITE WARRANTY
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